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PL6361-L This hands-on lab is designed as a follow-up to Autodesk PLM 360 Administrator Zero to 

Hero Lab, but the lab is appropriate for anyone with basic Autodesk PLM 360 software administration 
experience. This course will enable you to access the more advanced settings in Autodesk PLM 360 
software so you can take your tenant to a higher level of functionality. We will dive into the more 
advanced workspace settings, including calculated fields, workflow escalations, and filtered picklists. 
Through firsthand experience, and with no knowledge of coding necessary, you will learn to create and 
modify scripts in order to define custom behaviors in the PLM, such as validating data and controlling 
workflow paths. We will then use these scripts to create customized HTML notifications. Finally, we will 
demonstrate how to create and edit advanced print views in order to create custom forms and templates. 
If you’re considering implementing Autodesk PLM 360 software or you are just about to begin doing so, 
this lab will give you the tools and experience to maximize the functionality of your tenant. 

Learning Objectives 
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Utilize the more advanced workspace settings and configuration options (calculated fields, workflow 
escalation, and others) 

 Use and modify template and library scripts for more custom tenant behavior (data validation, 
workflow path control, and others) 

 Use scripts to create more advanced workflows and notifications 

 Create and Edit advanced print views and send HTML based email notifications 
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Utilize the more Advanced Workspace Settings and Configuration Options 
For the purpose of this example we will create new workspaces and functionality in PLM 360 

around the idea of a work order system.  This will be similar to the out of the box Task 

workspace but we’ll add more custom information and workflow control.  We will start with a pre-

configured workspace (as created in PLM 360 Administrator Zero to Hero lab) and adjust 

workspace settings, add more complex fields, and create more powerful workflows through 

scripting. 

Workspace Based Filtered Picklist 

A workspace based filtered picklist allows you to avoid creating manual entries into the picklist 

manager for items such as equipment or processes where your users could manage these 

items in a workspace. 

1. Create a workspace to house the item records that you will select in the picklist 

(assumed to be completed based on previous knowledge – you can find this in the 

“Equipment” workspace in this example tenant). 

2. We will then start with the Work Orders Basic tenant and end up with the Work Orders 

Advanced tenant (see below for starting fields / sections).

 
3. To create the workspace based picklist we will first create a new field and choose data 

type of picklist.  Then we will click “new picklist”.  We will name it “[WS] Equipment” the 

[WS] is a best practice to separate the workspace based picklists from the manually 

defined picklists within the picklist manager. 
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4. We will choose “A list of records from a workspace” under the picklist type and then 

select the “Equipment” workspace form the Workspace drop down list.  Then save the 

picklist. 

5. This will bring you back to the Creating a Field popup where if you just hit save you 

would end up with a workspace based picklist.  We will take this one step further and 

create a filtered picklist.  In this example it will be a series of four cascading fields where 

the selection in the prior picklist will dictate the options in the following picklists.  To do 

this, we simply replace “Item Descriptor” with the name of the field we would like to filter

   
6. Repeat this step by creating 3 more fields of type picklist.  For these fields you can now 

select [WS] Equipment as an existing picklist, and replace “item descriptor” as the 

picklist option with the desired field for filtering.  We will have four fields in total: 

Equipment Location, Equipment Type, Equipment Description, and Equipment ID.

 
7. We will now create a section called “Affected Equipment” and place these fields into the 

section. 
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Calculated Fields 

Calculated fields are useful because they allow you to use formulas to summarize or enhance 

your PLM data.  They also allow you to use HTML to display other types of information which 

we will cover in the last portion of this exercise with HTML based email notifications. 

1. To create a calculated field you simply create a new field and at the bottom of the 

Creating a Field popup window click on “Make this a computed field”.  I prefer to use the 

field type of “Single Line Text” because it reduces the mistakes that can happen when 

mixing number types (integers vs float). 

2. In this example we will first create a field called “Date Submitted” as a simple date type 

field, we will fill this in later with a scripted value, but for now we will need it to be created 

before we create our computed field.

 
3. Save the field, save the layout, and refresh the page.  Just to make sure everything is in 

place before creating the computed field. 

4. Now we will create a calculated field named “Estimated Lead Time” of type “Single Line 

Text”. 
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5.  We click “Make this a computed field” at the bottom and it opens up a paragraph field 

where we can enter in the code that we will use for the calculation.  This field uses 

PostgreSQL as the coding language. There are some subtle nuances to this language 

so please be careful with this field type.

 
6. For the Estimated Lead Time we will do a simple calculated of the Promised Completion 

Date minus the Date Submitted.  This will give us the number of days it is estimated to 

take to complete the work order.  Standard mathematical functions are simply expressed 

by the internal id of the fields (PROMISED_COMPLETION_DATE and 

DATE_SUBMITTED in this example) and the mathematical operators (+, -, *, /). 
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Built in Field Validations 

We will cover the use of scripting for field validations in the next section of this lab, but before 

we do that we will explore the use of the out of the box field validations that Autodesk provides 

in PLM360. 

In this example we will make the Promised Completion Date a required field if a Technician is 

assigned to the order.  This way we know that if the technician is assigned he/she will have a 

target date to complete their work.  We can also ensure that this data will be available for the 

computed field we just created. 

1. Edit the Promised Completion Date Field.  At the bottom, select “Add Validation”.

   
2. This will bring up 3 collapsed sections of different validation types. There are great 

descriptions in PLM 360 on how to use these validations so for the purpose of this lab 

we will just focus on the example at hand.  Click on “Dependency Validation”. 

3. In this case we will then select “Both or None” as we either want a Technician assigned 

with a Promised Completion Date or neither fields filled in.  The reason we just don’t 

make these “required” fields is because the user creating the work order won’t have 

access to fill in this information.  So we can instead use this special validation type to 
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control the information at a later point.  You will see in the next section we can take this 

validation one step further with scripting. 

   
4. Since we are already editing Promised Completion Date the system just asks what other 

field we want to require along with this field in the “Both or None” scenario.  We will 

select “Assigned To”. 

 

Section Permissions 

Section permissions allow you to control access to the information (for both read and write 

privileges) down to the section level on a workspace record.  In some cases we may want to 

include some information that only an administrator can see (internal keys, etc…) and in some 

cases we may want to show some information to one department but have it edited only by 

another.  To add section permissions we will: 

1. Click on the pencil icon next to the section we wish to edit.  In this example we will edit 

the Work Order Assignment section. 

2. Then click on the box next to “Show/Hide Advanced Permission Options” 

3. This will bring up a list of all of the user groups available on the left, and two lists on the 

right where you can move the groups to have the option to either view the section or edit 

the data in the section.  Any group note in the edit or view list will not be able to see this 

section at all.  We will move Engineering to view and Maintenance and Admin to edit.  
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This way the engineers can see who is assigned and when the work order should be 

complete but the maintenance department will govern the assignment.
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Workflow Escalation 

Workflow escalation is a good tool to allow you to prevent items from getting “lost” in an 

electronic workflow process.  This feature enables you to notify and allow the users manager to 

make the workflow transition if it is left un-moved within a certain timeframe, send an email 

notification directly to the user, perform a workflow transition automatically, or run a custom 

script to perform many other functions.  In this example we will assume the work orders get 

submitted to a pool of technicians who can login and self-assign the work orders.  In case one 

“slips through the cracks” we will use escalation to notify the manager if any work orders are not 

assigned within 1 day of being submitted.  To access and configure escalations we will go to the 

workflow editor and: 

1. Click on the workflow state that we want to setup escalations for.  In this case the 

“Submitted” state.  Because we will check to make sure it doesn’t stay in the submitted 

state for more than 1 day. Then click on the “Escalation” tab.

 
2. Next we will enable escalations by clicking the “Enable” slider, and set the escalation to 

occur “After” 1 day.  We will then select the escalation type “Escalate using 

permissions”. 

 
3. This will bring up a drop down box labeled “Transition” in case there is more than one 

transition available to exit this state.  In this example there is only “Assign Order” and so 

we will choose this transition.  We will then use the drop down to create a new 

permission called “Manager”.  This will essentially change the transition’s (Assign Order) 

permission from “Assigner” to “Manager” which with our notification settings in place, 
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email the manager that a workflow path is available to them and allow them to login and 

assign the delinquent order. 

   
4. Now the escalation has been setup and you can see it is in place by the icon on the 

upper right hand corner of the workflow state Submitted.

 

Workflow Reminder 

If you don’t want to escalation the workflow transition to a manager or automatically move it, you 

can instead setup a reminder to notify the record owner that the state hasn’t changed.  You can 

choose both the number of days in between reminders and the number of times to repeat the 

reminder.  This option is available on the “General” tab of the workflow state properties, and is 

also represented by an icon in the workflow state upper right hand corner. 
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Delegations 

Delegations is a way to setup “out of the office” permissions for other people to make your 

workflow transitions for you.  You are “delegating” your permission setting for Workflow Actions 

to a specified user during a specified period and for a specified workspace. 

1.  You can access the delegations as a user by clicking on your name in the upper right 

hand corner of the system and clicking on “My Delegations”.

 
Or as an Administrator you can access the system delegations by clicking on the 

“Administration” tab, selecting “System Configuration” and then “Delegation Manager”.

 
2. This will bring you to the delegations screen where you can view existing delegations or 

click “New Delegation” to create one.
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3. To create the delegation you need to give it a Name, Assign the user that is giving the 

delegation, assign the workspace the delegation is applicable to, choose a start and end 

date for the delegation permissions, and choose the user that will receive the delegated 

permissions.  Then click “Save”.

 

 

Scripting for Non-Scripters 
Scripting is a very powerful way to customize the functionality of Autodesk PLM360.  The 

scripting engine gives you access to add, modify, delete existing data in the system and perform 

workflow validation and control, along with other actions. 

If you have a good template you don’t need much or any coding experience to be able to add 

some simple scripts that will greatly enhance your tenant.  We will cover some basic examples 

here and provide very heavily commented (explained) code that is easy to copy, paste, and 

modify to your liking. 

It is first important to review some basic information about scripting in PLM360. 

 Scripting language is based on Server Side Javascript 

 Scripting ignores user permissions 

 There are four basic script types that can be created 

o Condition  –  returns true/false (boolean) 

o Validation –  returns a list (array) – empty or populated 

o Action   –  does not return a value 

o Library  –  holds one or more JavaScript functions or objects 

 There are six places where you can attach your script to run 

o Workflow Transition: Precondition 

 Script Type:  Condition (boolean) 
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 Hide or show WF Actions based on the outcome of a condition script 

o Workflow Transition: Validation 

 Script Type:  Validation (array) 

 Validates requirements before allowing transition to the next state 

o Workflow Transition: Action 

 Script Type:  Action 

 Performs some action, sends an email 

o Workspace Behaviors: Add item 

 Performs some action, sets the value of a default field 

o Workspace Behaviors: Edit item details 

 Performs some action, calculates the total of values 

o Workspace Behaviors: On Demand 

 User can run script on demand by in workspace 

You can access the scripting engine and library by clicking on the “Administration” tab then 

choosing “System Configuration” and then “Scripting”. 

 

You can then see the four sections of script types mentioned above, view all of the scripts that 

exist within those script types. 
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In the following examples we will walk you through the mechanics of how to create a script and 

where to attach it in the PLM.  A text file of the script templates is available in the “Additional 

Documents” attachment on the AU2014 website and contains all of the necessary explanation 

on how to modify it to suite your use. 

Create Data Transfer Script 

Scripting can be useful to transfer information from one place in the system to another.  In this 

example for the work order system when you submit the work order we can use a script to 

automatically populate the field “Date Submitted” which is then used in our calculation of 

“Estimated Lead Time”. 

1. Create a new script called COMPANY_A_WorkOrderSubmit.  You cannot have any 

spaces in the name and it is a best practice to put your Company Name first (so you can 

easily separate the scripts that you wrote and/or are using, vs the ones that are out of 

the box) followed by an “A” for Action script (or V for Validation, C for Condition, etc…) 

so you can easily see in a dropdown list of scripts what type of script this is, and finally a 

short description of what the script does or where it is applied. 

2. We will select Script Type “Action” because we will be performing the action of filling in 

the Date Submitted field with today’s date, upon clicking the transition “Submit Order”.

 
3. Next copy and paste the text from “WorkflowDataTransfer.txt” into the “Code” field.  This 

script requires only simple editing if you would like to put the information into a different 

field, or use information other than today’s date.  See the comments in the script for 

further details. 

4. Click on Save, and we are now ready to attach the script to the workflow transition. 

5. We will now open the Workflow Editor for the Work Order workspace and click on the 

“Submit Order” transition.  Here we will select the script that we just created under the 
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“Action” drop down list. 

 

Create Field Validation Script 

Field validation is useful when you want to make sure the user has entered a value into a 

specific field before moving to a certain workflow state.  For example the Assigned To field may 

not be required in the beginning of the work order process, but before the workflow state has 

moved to “In Process” the technician should be assigned.  In other examples you may check for 

a certain value in a specific field.  This is a very easy and flexible method to make sure your 

business processes are being followed. 

In this example we will make sure that both “Assigned To” and “Promised Completion Date” 

have been filled in BEFORE you can move through the “Assign Order” transition. 

1. Create a new script called “COMPANY_V_WorkOrderAssign” and select Type 

“Validation”.
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2. Copy the text from “WorkflowFieldValidation.txt” into the “Code” field and modify any 

variables you would like to match your use case. 

3. Open the Workflow Editor and attach the script to the “Assign Order” transition in the 

“Validation” drop down list.

 

Create Condition Script to Control Workflow Path 

Condition scripts return either a true or false value and PLM360 uses these values to help 

control the user’s ability to move down certain workflow paths.  In this example we will add a 

new workflow state called “Needs Approval”.  We will then create a transition from Submitted to 

Needs Approval called “Get Approval”, and a transition from Needs Approval to In Process 

called “Approve Work Order”.  We will use the Condition Script to check the value of the Work 

Order Cost field and if the work order estimate is greater than $1,000 we will make the user get 

approval before moving forward with the process. 

  

1. Create a new script called “COMPANY_C_WorkOrderApproval” and choose Type 

“Condition”. 
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2. Copy the text from “WorkflowPathCondition.txt” into the Code field and review for any 

modifications to field names, condition comparisons, etc… 

3. Open the Workflow editor and attach this condition script to the “Precondition” drop down 

of the “Assign Order” transition.  This will force the user to take the “Get Approval” path if 

the work order costs more than $1,000. 

 

 
 

Notice in the image below the green arrow (which represents available workflow paths to 

take) is only highlighted in the “Get Approval” path.  This allows you to setup a 

complicated workflow path but guide the users in the right direction. 
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Action Script to Automatically Move Workflow Transition 

Another useful action script is one that looks at data in specific fields, and when certain 

conditions are met, automatically moves a workflow transition for you.  In our example, when the 

maintenance department chooses a technician for the work order and fills out the promised 

completion date then it is an extra step for them to go and move the workflow transition to 

“electronically signify” what they have just completed.  We can use an Action script to monitor 

the “edit” behavior and when these fields are filled out automatically move the workflow through 

the “Assign Order” transition. 

1. Create a new Action script called “COMPANY_A_WorkOrderAutoAssign”.

 
2. Copy the text from “WorkflowAutoTransitionv2.txt” to the Code field and adjust the 

conditions to monitor the fields you are interested in.  In this case you will need to also 

define the workflow transition that you want to automated and you will need the internal 

ID of the specified workflow transition.  You can get this by hovering your mouse over 
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the transition in the workflow editor. 

 
3. We won’t attach this script to occur on a workflow transition because we want it to check 

for these field values everytime the user edits the record.  We will go to the Workspace 

Manager and click on “Behaviors”.  This is where we can define what scripts we want to 

run when an item is created, when it is edited, or to give access to the users to run “on 

demand”, which we will examine in the next example.

 
4. Choose the Action script that we just created from the “Script to run when item details 

are modified” drop down list.  This script will only run when data has been modified (it is 

not enough to just click edit, something must be added or changed). 
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Spawn New Item and Link to Existing Record 

Another great use case for scripting is to spawn (or create) a new record and automatically 

create a link between the new record and the existing record.  In the out of the box tenant the 

example used is NCR and CAPA, these are obviously related and you can spawn a CAPA as a 

result of an NCR.  In our example we will use the “On Demand” script functionality to allow the 

user to spawn a Work Order from the Equipment workspace and automatically keep a list of all 

of the work orders opened against the equipment.  In another AU2014 course I will demonstrate 

how this can be integrated with QR Code functionality to allow the users to use a mobile device 

on the shop floor to easily create a work order immediately as they are detecting the issue. 

1. First we will create a new Action script called COMPANY_A_SpawnWorkOrder and 

paste the text from “SpawnLinkedRecord.txt” into the Code field.

 
2. For this script we will need to import the out of the box library script “createNewItem” to 

make our script work. 

3. The comments in the script will guide you through modifying the script if you want this to 

work in different workspaces or with different fields. 

4. We will attach this script to the “Scripts to run on demand” drop down list in the 

“Behaviors” section of the workspace manager.
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5. Now if you click on the Script icon in the equipment workspace the script will spawn a 

Work Order and put a link to it in the multiselect picklist “Work Order(s)”.

 
6. You can click on the Work Order and it will bring you to the work order workspace where 

you can fill in the necessary details and see the link back to the Affected Equipment, 

where you just navigated from. 
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Advanced Print Views 
Advanced print views allow you greater flexibility to customize the way you present your PLM 

data to external participants, whether through email or actual print.  It is easy to create a simple 

advanced print view, but for true customization you will need to be familiar with HTML coding, 

as this is the language that controls the formatting (beyond the basics available in the editor). 

1. To create an advanced print view, go to the Workspace Manager and click on 

“Advanced Print Views”.

 
2. Then click on “New Advanced Print View” 

 
3. This will bring up the Advanced Print View editor. You need to give the print view a name 

(this will be seen by the user and will help them to select the correct view for printing). 

You will use the window on the right to edit the print view in either Rich Text mode (as 

seen below) or in HTML mode.  In Rich Text mode, click on the Gear Icon to get started.
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4. You can then select which sections from the workspace you would like to include in the 

advanced print view. In this example we will choose just the item details. 

 

 
5. When you click “Insert” it will put all of the relevant data into the Rich Text editor.  These 

are links to the field name and field data.  You can now move these fields around, add 

and remove text, and other functionality similar to text editing software.  Beyond this 

level of refinement you would want to use the HTML mode to code the formatting in 

directly.

 
6. Save the print view and you will see it in the list of Advanced Print Views for this 

workspace, which can now be edited or deleted.

 
7. You can preview the print view from the administration panel, or go to the workspace 

and you will now see a printer icon which can be used to access the advanced print 

view. 
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8. Our example creates an intentionally simple print view which is meant to demonstrate 

the ease of creating a view and simply adding, deleting, or moving the fields around for 

your basic layout needs.
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9. The out of the box tenant has some nice examples of advanced print views in the 

Product Development workspace that you can also view and borrow from.
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HTML Based Email Notifications 
HTML based email templates are a very nice way to make the notifications that are coming from 

PLM360 look like internal company branded emails.  This allows you to customize not only the 

look, but the exact content of the email and still include information that is linked to the data in 

PLM360.  

NOTE: This is a more advanced example that required navigating through workspaces, scripts, 

HTML code, and Javascript.  While we provide fully commented examples that are meant to be 

easy to use, it is definitely a more advanced implementation that the simple scripts we created 

previously. 

1. First we will need to create a new workspace called “HTML Templates” that will hold the 

HTML templates that will be used for formatting the emails. 

2. This workspace requires only 5 basic fields, Template Number (autonumber), Title (25 

Character single line text), Description (200 character paragraph), HTML (100,000 

character paragraph), and HTML Preview (single line text with computed field with 

formula ‘HTML’ – to point to and display the code in the HTML field). 

 
3. After creating the fields, create a descriptor for the workspace, and create an 

Administrator role to be able to edit and view the workspace records. 

4. In this workspace we will store the HTML for each type of notification you would like to 

send.  We have included a word document with the HTML code of one example email 

that you can use to modify and make your own.  The word document has instructions on 

how to modify the HTML code to insert your own message, images, and data from 

PLM360.  You will modify the code in the word document, copy and paste into a text 

editor, and then copy and paste into PLM360 in the HTML field of the HTML Template 

workspace record. 

5. Here we will create an email template to email the Technician that they were assigned a 

work order that needs to be completed. 

6. First we will modify the word document accordingly and paste the code into the HTML 

field on a new HTML Template record. 
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7. Then we will need to create a script to send an email to the Technician using the HTML 

Template that we just created. 

8. Create an Action script called COMPANY_A_EmailAssignedTo, and paste in the text 

from “HtmlEmailNotification.txt” into the Code field.

 
9. Follow the instructions in the script to modify it to include any additional information that 

is not already included in the template. 

10. Open the workflow editor and attach the Action script to the “Assign Order” transition.

 
11. When the workflow is moved through the “Assign Order” transition, the script will detect 

who the order was assigned to, pull the HTML template, and generate an email to that 

user with a link back to the PLM record that they were just assigned. 
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Additional Resources 
 PLM TV 

 http://www.autodeskplm360.com/resource-center/plm-tv.html 
 PLM Help 

 http://help.autodesk.com/view/PLM/ENU/ 
 PLM Forum 

 http://forums.autodesk.com/t5/plm-360-general-discussion/bd-p/705 
 Under the Hood 

 http://underthehood-autodesk.typepad.com/ 
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